
 

 

 

Installation Instructions 

Aulten Voltage Stabilizers are very easy to install, you can do it yourself or call your local nearby electrician to do the 
same, it hardly takes few minutes to get them up and running, we provide mounting accessories with each unit packed 
inside the box. You just need to connect 2 Wires for INPUT, 2 Wires for OUTPUT and 1 wire for EARTHING, connections 
are clearly marked on the side of the stabilizer unit. 

 

Digital Display Features 

Your Aulten Stabilizer comes with a Multifunctional Digital Display that shows everything that’s happening with the 
stabilizer, in case of HIGH Voltage it will show “Hi”, in case of LOW Voltage it will show “Lo” and it will go into Cut OFF / 
protection mode as the case may be. During normal operations it will rotate automatically to show you both INPUT 
Voltage coming in to the stabilizer and OUTPUT Voltage being supplied by the stabilizer, “IP = Input” and “OP = Output”. 

 

General Operations 

Once you have successfully installed the stabilizer and the digital display starts working, it will maintain standard output 
voltage between 200V-240V ± 5% (190V being the lowest and 252V being the highest), while maintaining this safe 
output voltage range for your connected appliances it may make certain clicking sounds that’s a sign of completely 
normal operation as the relays inside the stabilizer might be switching between one another to buck or boost the 
voltage. 

 

MCB Instructions 

If your stabilizer has MCB’s in built, please make sure not to turn on both MCB at the same time together, One MCB will 
be labelled as STABILIZER MCB that is the Mains MCB to turn on / off your stabilizer, it will also act for Overload / Short-
Circuit protection, 2nd MCB will be labelled as CHANGEOVER / BY-PASS MCB this is for emergency use only in case your 
stabilizer stops working or you need to use the mains power directly, in that case first you need to switch off the 
Stabilizer MCB then only turn on the 2nd MCB. 

 

PLEASE USE ‘C SERIES’ MCB only at the mains before connecting your stabilizer, else your mains MCB before the 
stabilizer might Tripp due to in-rush current from the stabilizer preventing it to function properly. 

 

For any further help or assistance please feel free to drop us a text message on our customer care WhatsApp number 
+91-9811597709, we will try to resolve your queries as soon as possible. 
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